


First aid is help given to a sick or injured person 
until full medical treatment is available.

First aid is about helping as soon as an incident 
happens, whether it’s calling 911, getting a 
Band-Aid, or remaining calm, ANYONE can do first 
aid!

First Aid kits can be specialized for specific situations, but here is a general 
list of helpful items to have.
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Outdoor Safety

There are many benefits to spending time outside. The sun provides 
Vitamin D and the fresh air can help relieve stress and boost your mood. 
Physical activties outside such as walking, running, swimming or playing 
sports provide good exercise for a healthy body and mind, as well as 
helping to aid in getting good sleep.

Benefits to Being Outside

Spending time outdoors is part of having a healthy lifestyle. But there are 
many saftey guidelines that you should follow depending on your activity 
of choice.
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Tips for Healthy Eating

• Check out the menu before hand to see if there are healthy options.
• Make a reservation so you aren’t waiting for a table. Waiting around and getting 
hungrier will make you want any food in front of you instead of making healthy 
choices. 
• Sometimes when you feel hungry you might actually be thirsty. Drink some water to 
see if that helps you feel better. 
• • Start with a salad. This will help you fill up on healthier foods first. 
• Share meals with someone else or save half of your meal for later. Portion sizes at 
restaurants are often a lot bigger than what is recommended. 
• Ask for your sauces on the side. Using your sauce as a dip will help you eat less instead 
of if it is poured on. It will lower the calories on your meals.

• Pay with cash when you go grocery shopping. This will help you stick to your list and 
not buy things you might not need or things that might not be good for you. 
• Don’t go shopping when you are hungry. It will make it harder to choose wisely. 
• Check nutritional information to make sure you making smart choices. 
• Eat more fresh foods, and less canned and boxed foods. Fresh foods are always better 
for your body and have less (or no) additives.

• If you are counting calories, try to stay away from complicated alcoholic drinks 
because they contain a lot of sugar and have high calorie counts.
 • Be careful of what you add to your desserts and drinks. Toppings can add double the 
calories or more. 
• Make your own desserts. This way you can control how much sugar goes into your 
food. Using fresh ingredients is a lot healthier than canned or prepackaged foods.

Dining Out

At Home

Dessert
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What is Aromatherapy?

• Promotes Happy Feelings 
• Provides Insomnia Relief
• Relieves Stress 

• Boosts Immune System
• Increases Circulation 
• Raises Energy Levels

• Relieves Headaches
• Balances Hormones
• Improves Skin Condition

Benefits

Example: Lavender

• Spray lavendar on your pillow or sheets to help you relax, or apply to a 
compress on your forehead to help with headaches.

• Use it in your bathwater or on your hair in the shower.

• Use it in a diffuser or apply it directly to the skin.

Lavender can help you achieve sleep by promoting relaxation. Lavendar 
also has powerful antioxidants, alleviates headaches, and helps with 
skin conditions.

Aromatherapy is the use of Essential Oils or Natural Aromatic 
Botanicals for the benefits of psychological and physical well-being.
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Scents & Effects
Use this chart to decide on a scent. There are many different 
options depending on your preference, moods, and the desired 
effect. Try different  options and combinations to find out what 
is right for you!
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What is Healthy Communication?
Healthy communication is all about listening and understanding, so that 
others will do the same for you. Remember to be patient and speak with 
respect to other people. Try to say only the things you mean and not 
speak out of anger. When communicating, it helps to speak face to face. 
Don’t be afraid to explain how you feel.

How Can I Be a Better Listener? 
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“Let me do that for you.”
Anything you do to ease 

the burden of 
responsibilities weighing 

on a person.  

Use action phrases like
“I’ll help...” Let people 
know you are there 

for them.

Distractions when spending
time with others.
Long stints alone.

Create special moments
together, take walks and do

small things with
people you care about

Thoughtfullness, 
make your loved ones a 
priority, speak purposefully.

Hugs, holding hands, and
pats on the back can all

be ways to show excitement,
concern, care, and love
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A state of mental or emotional tension 
resulting from adverse or very 
demanding circumstances. Stress can 
cause mentals strain and cause you to 
worry or become tense and anxious.

What is Anxiety?

What is Stress?

A feeling of worry, nervousness, or 
unease, typically about an imminent 
event or something with an uncertain 
outcome. Severe anxiety may be 
classified as a nervous disorder 
characterized by a state of excessive 
uneasiness and apprehension, typically 
wiwith compulsive behavior or panic 
attacks.

Causes of Stress and Anxiety
Life Changes • Not Getting Enough Sleep • Unhealthy Diet • Hormones
Financial Issues • Illness or Injury • Traumatic Event  • Fear 
Daily Events (Traffic, Arguments, Weather, Traveling, Work)

How Does it Affect Your Body? 

Headache • Fatigue • Difculty Sleeping • Difculty Concentrating 
Upset Stomach • Irritability • Depression • High Blood Pressure 
Heart Issues • Weight Gain or Loss • Skin Issues
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Stress Management
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Stress Management
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How Can You Improve Sleep?
There are several ways to improve your sleep habits so that your sleep debt does 
not impair your day or get even worse. Using these tips can greatly improve your 
lifestyle if you make them part of your new nightly habits.
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More Ways To Improve Sleep
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Contact Us

Sucscribe to our HLP E-Newsletter!
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